
Dock scheduling is when a shipper or carrier can 
directly book shipping and/or receiving 
appointments on a managed facility calendar.  


Automation is used to optimize dock availability 
based on a facilities operating constraints and type of 
shipment.   



A good dock scheduling tool will improve the 
efficiency of a facility, reduce operational costs, 
boost carrier relations, improve visibility and lower 
freight costs.

 Reduce a shippers operational overhead of managing 
and rescheduling appointmen

 Optimize facility capacity and dock staffing needs (labour 
planning

 Makes the appointment booking experience easy for 
carriers reducing data entr

 Reduce the chance of shipments incurring detention fee

 Provide data driven insights on facility and carrier 
performanc

 Contribute to the over arching market problem by 
normalizing facility booking and retailer

 Automated and low touch solution

Build functionality that will allow a shipper or 
carrier to schedule shipment pickup and delivery 
based on a managed calendar for a facility. 

Nothing is ever complete in the world of product design. I strive to always be diligent during the build of our product and communicate with our 
developers during the build process. Communication is vital with the use of design review meetings, sprint reviews, retro’s and slack. I  believe in 
being thorough in my expectation of how the designs should look. An example of a feature branch being marked up to be consistent with our 
product library components and rules to ensure the best product being delivered to our customers. 
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Dock Worker • Checking an appointment in at a facility
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Dock Scheduling

To lead the designs for a net new product feature within our 

platform called Dock Scheduling. For this project I utilized the 

full spectrum of the design process from understanding the 

problem, user research, ideation, designing and testing.

As a shipper, I want to reduce my freight costs and maximize facility utilization by leveraging automation.

As a carrier, I want to save time by scheduling and managing my dock appointments online.

As a dock worker, I want to view all scheduled appointments and easily manage shipment arrival/departure.  

Wants: Operational Savings  

“I want to maximize facility capacity and I 
want to hold my dock workers and drivers 
accountable.”

Wants: Operational Efficiency  

“I want to know when carriers are arriving 
and at what time so I can be more efficient 

in how the day is structured.”

Wants: Ease of Use  

“I want a flexible and easy solution to help 
manage facility appointments across all 
my shipments.”

Wants: Increased Driving Time  

“I want to maximize my driving time and 
do not want to be in detention.”

Persona: Shipper
Goal: Create facilities, define their product and dock attributes and view and manage appointments. 

Persona: Dock Worker
Goal: View and manage all incoming and outgoing appointments at the dock.

Actions Create Facility Book Appointments View Calendar Manage Appointments

Task List

 Define facility details and hour
 Create Load Type
 Define Docks and their 

attributes

 See available appointments
 Schedule appointment
 See all appointment types

 See appointments driven by 
statu

 Manage priorities across all 
facilities/docks

 Cancel appointment
 Reschedule appointment
 View shipment detail
 Check in/out of appointments

Feeling

Improvement

Opportunities

 Lots of data inpu
 Improvements to bulk data 

importing would hel
 Stepper flow to reduce cognitive 

load on user

 Only show pertinent information 
to use

 View appointments with highest 
action needs at the top

 Use color coordination and 
iconography to denote 
appointment types and statuse

 Shortcut important information 
and actions in side panels for 
less visual clutter

 Have all important actions live in 
one central pane for user to 
access.

 Utilize short cuts like drag and 
drop functionality to speed up 
calendar processes

Actions View Appointments Check In Load/Unload Check Out

Task List

 View all appointments by status 
and timin

 See what appts need actions 
and issue

 Share appt information

 Check in the appropriate 
appointment

 Upload proof of pick up/deliver
 See dock/appt restrictions

 Log any shipping issue
 Reschedule appt
 Reject appt
 Input appt and shipment data

 Check out app
 Manage timing of future dock 

scheduling conflict
 Upload proof of pick up/delivery

Feeling

Improvement

Opportunities

 View all appointments in more 
of a high level lifecycle vie

 See any timing issues quickl
 Faster actions of checking in/out

 One click or drag to check in to 
appointment

 Easily see what appt data is 
needed when checking in

 Make rescheduling and rejecting 
appointment easy and painless if 
there are issues with the 
shipment

 One click or drag to check out 
appointment

 Log all important appointment 
details and completion

User Journey Maps

Dock Scheduling, while still an ongoing feature, has been a business success. As the Lead Product 
Designer for this feature, I believe we made positive enhancements to our platform by ensuring alignment 
throughout the process by engaging with our customers early and often, as well as cross collaborating 
with engineering, product, sales, and customer success throughout

 50% of prospects ask for dock scheduling or capacity capabilities

 Larger or enterprise shippers have a greater need for dock scheduling

 Since its release, dock scheduling is now managing more than 8,100+ new appointments,19 facilities, 
and 140+ docks through the platform

 Dock Scheduling has now onboarded 5 new companies to manage their appointment scheduling.

 From September to October appointments have doubled within the platform.
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1. Accountability

“Reporting on utilization, missed or late appointments is a big need; we want to hold our 
facilities and carriers accountable.”



“If a trailer is rejected, we want this reflected on the carriers scorecard.”

2. Flexibility

“Dock assignment needs to be flexible; we do not book appointments to our dock doors, 
but rather the facility in general.”



“Our docks handle inbound in the morning but outbound in the afternoon”

3. Visualization

“We want to see the appointments at a glance and understand what status the 
appointment is in, using color codes like open docks is really useful”  

“We want to share the facility calendar with our dock workers”
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Thank you for viewing!


